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Desktop Metal today announced two upgrade packages on its Shop
System™, offering new flexibility, functionality, and value for the world’s best-
selling metal binder jet system. The Shop System+ and Shop System Pro
offer power users new options for materials and controls. (Photo: Business
Wire)

Desktop Metal Expands Lineup for World’s
Best-Selling Metal Binder Jet System with
Shop System+ and Shop System Pro

Launched in November 2019, the Shop System™ has been the world’s best-selling
metal binder jet system for two years running
A turnkey metal 3D printing system, the Shop System is an affordable, closed material
printer that delivers reliable results with optimized powders, proven parameters, and
Live Sinter simulation and scanning software
In response to customer demand, two new Shop System packages are being offered
on this trusted platform for added flexibility, functionality, and value
The Shop System+ package allows high-throughput power users to lock in discounts
on powder and binder, lowering operating and part costs
The Shop System Pro, meanwhile, is an open powder system that unlocks access to
certain process controls and offers new functionality, including bi-directional spreading
and custom sintering profiles
The Shop System is qualified by Desktop Metal to print 17-4PH and 316L stainless
steels and cobalt chrome, with nickel alloys IN615 and IN718 and 304L stainless steel
fast-tracked for qualification
The Shop System will be on display at IMTS 2022 in Chicago on level 3 in both the
West (Booth No. 433103) and East (Booth No. 134502) buildings

BOSTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Desktop Metal, Inc. (NYSE: DM), a global leader in additive
manufacturing (AM) 2.0 technologies for mass production, today announced two upgrade
packages on the successful Shop System, offering new flexibility, functionality, and value for
the world’s best-selling metal binder jet system.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220830005328/en/

First unveiled in
November 2019, the
Shop System was
designed to bring
metal additive
manufacturing to
machine and job
shops with an
affordable, turnkey
solution that achieves
exceptional surface
finish parts with rich
feature detail at
speeds up to 10

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220830005328/en/


times those of legacy powder bed fusion additive manufacturing technologies.

To date, Shop System users worldwide have logged more than 20,000 print hours with this
successful, turnkey solution. Now, Desktop Metal is expanding the lineup of this successful
platform with the Shop System+ and the Shop System Pro, giving power users more
flexibility and control over operating costs and machine parameters. The Shop System+
package enables high-production users to access Desktop Metal-engineered powders and
binders at a discount to MSRP, reducing the running costs of their additive manufacturing
operations and improving their part costs to drive a faster return on investment. The Shop
System Pro package is ideal for high-production users with powder metallurgy expertise who
seek not only to optimize their running costs, but also to enable specific applications or cost
structures by leveraging proprietary or third-party powders. This Shop System Pro package
includes all the benefits of the Shop System+ package as well as additional process
flexibility through new features, such as custom printing and spreading parameters and bi-
directional printing for the Shop System Printer and custom sintering profiles for the Desktop
Metal Furnace.

“Customers love the affordability, quality, and reliability of the Shop System, and the
Desktop Metal team is excited to expand on this successful platform,” said Ric Fulop,
Founder and CEO of Desktop Metal. “The Shop System has become a global success, and
we’ve really taken a sinter-based production process that used to require specialized
knowledge and made it accessible on many levels. In addition to being affordable, our
software and controlled powder and binder supply chain have made 3D printing metal parts
easy and reliable.”

Shop System Details

Featuring the highest resolution and most advanced single pass print engine in the binder
jetting market, the Shop System is a complete end-to-end solution for producing complex,
end-use metal parts that includes:

a binder jetting printer with 1600 native dpi resolution and 5x nozzle redundancy,
a drying oven for hardening green parts prior to depowdering,
a powder station for depowdering parts with built-in powder recycling,
a furnace designed for accessible, industrial-strength sintering,
integrated powder handling accessories and workflow,
Desktop Metal-engineered binders and powders, and
Desktop Metal software for build preparation and sintering simulation.

This turnkey solution, designed with the modern machine shop in mind, seamlessly
integrates with existing shop operations and makes it easy for businesses to get up and
running with binder jetting in days instead of weeks or months.

The Shop System on Display at IMTS

Desktop Metal will have Shop System models on display in two buildings at IMTS 2022 to be
held Sept. 12-17 at McCormick Place in Chicago. The Shop will be featured in Desktop
Metal booth 433103 on level 3 of the West Building, as well as in the SolidCAM booth
134502 on level 3 of the East Building.



Desktop Metal will also feature other metal, sand and polymer printing technologies in booth
432212. The International Manufacturing Technology Show is the largest and longest-
running industry trade show in the Western Hemisphere.

To learn more about the Studio System and available materials, visit
https://www.desktopmetal.com/products/shop.

About Desktop Metal

Desktop Metal, Inc., based in Burlington, Massachusetts, is accelerating the transformation
of manufacturing with an expansive portfolio of 3D printing solutions, from rapid prototyping
to mass production. Founded in 2015 by leaders in advanced manufacturing, metallurgy,
and robotics, the company is addressing the unmet challenges of speed, cost, and quality to
make additive manufacturing an essential tool for engineers and manufacturers around the
world. Desktop Metal was selected as one of the world’s 30 most promising Technology
Pioneers by the World Economic Forum and named to MIT Technology Review’s list of 50
Smartest Companies. For more information, visit www.desktopmetal.com.

Forward-looking Statements

This press release contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements generally are identified by the words
“believe,” “project,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “strategy,” “future,”
“opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,” “would,” “will be,” “will continue,” “will likely
result,” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are predictions, projections and
other statements about future events that are based on current expectations and
assumptions and, as a result, are subject to risks, uncertainties. Many factors could cause
actual future events to differ materially from the forward-looking statements in this document,
including but not limited to, the risks and uncertainties set forth in Desktop Metal, Inc.'s filings
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These filings identify and address other
important risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events and results to differ
materially from those contained in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking
statements speak only as of the date they are made. Readers are cautioned not to put
undue reliance on forward-looking statements, and Desktop Metal, Inc. assumes no
obligation and does not intend to update or revise these forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

View source version on businesswire.com:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220830005328/en/
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